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Two classes of stochastic jump-type processes are considered: 

- driven by Langevin equation with Lévy noise

- so-called  topological Lévy processes, with no  known   

Langevin representation (driven by Lévy semigroups)

Issues  addressed:

- differences   in    dynamical behavior

- common asymptotic  stationary probability densities 

- confinement    (pdf  has a finite number of moments) 

- hyper-confinement  (all moments in existence)   
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Inspiration: Targeted stochasticity  idea of  I. Eliazar and J.  Klafter,   

J. Stat. Phys. 111,  739,  (2003)   
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Question:  Do we have a guarantee that an invariant density may actually be 

an asymptotic  target ?  



Getting started: Brownian   motion  inspirations
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Stationary   pdf

Becoming parabolic - no difference  in the ultimate    

dynamics and asymptotics  of the inferred  pdf  !
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Note: suitable restrictons upon the semigroup potential need to be respected, to have a positive and 

continuous    semigroup  kernel function 
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Ornstein-Uhlenbeck    example

Targeted stochasticity in the Gaussian case:      given                    we  

reconstruct     (i)  semigroup dynamics  (ii)  Langevin-type dynamics

No difference in the dynamics  (i) or (ii)  of                 into  
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~ indicates Fourier transform,   its inverse
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Targeted   stochasticity 

Langevin drift

Cauchy case 

Note: pdf is not Gibbsian,  drift function is not directly related to       

even though  
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Semigroup potential



(V. Stephanovich –coll.) 10

Cauchy driver 



(V. Stephanovich –coll.)

Hint: targeted stochasticity
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Confined Cauchy noise



Confinement hierarchy

Hint: targeted stochasticity
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Dynamical semigroup reconstruction

Langevin  drift reconstruction
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(V. Stephanovich –coll.)

Bimodal density  (Dubkov et al.)
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Langevin

„Topological”

in terms of a   targeted stochasticity
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Dynamics in the OUC process with:   

Targeted stochasticity  in the  time domain 



Invariant density
Langevin  drift 

Semigroup potential

Targeted stochasticity  in the  time domain  (confined noise) 
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Note: PG and R. Olkiewicz, J .Math. Phys. 40, 1057,  (1999)
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The Belik and Brockmann (2007) attractivity or salience field   s(x)   is

identified with an invariant pdf , but in the Gibbs form !

Levy  processes   in inhomogeneous media 
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Topologically induced jump-type processes, an outline
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The transport equation has the previous, semigroup-driven form   !

We get 
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We scale away dimensional units and consider typical Gibbsian forms 

of                                               1  and                  

Hyper-confinement
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Non-Gibbsian alternative
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Cauchy oscillator ground state pdf is non-Gaussian and non-Gibbsian
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Resume:
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